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Vote McCONNACHIE 
Independent GREEN VOICE 
for Ecology, Localism, and Democracy  

on Thursday 3rd May 2007 
    

Alistair McConnachie is the 
Independent GREEN VOICE  
candidate for the Glasgow Region. 
  
WHY ALISTAIR CAN be ELECTED 
to the SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT 
You can send Alistair to the Scottish 
Parliament, left, because he has a 
proven track record of success!  
 At the 2003 election, Alistair stood 
in the constituency of Kelvin and took 
an amazing 1,300 votes – which was 
6% of the total vote. If that result is 

repeated in each of the 10 constituencies which make up the Glasgow Region, then Alistair 
will  be elected to the Scottish Parliament!  
 He only needs a mere 5.6% of the total vote in the Glasgow Region. Your vote counts! 
On past performance, making Alistair an MSP is clearly do-able! You can make this 
happen by voting Alistair McConnachie, Independent GREEN VOICE for the Glasgow 
Region, on the violet-coloured, left-hand side of your ballot paper on Thursday 3rd May!  
 When elected, this is what Alistair pledges to do for you: 
 
1 – FIGHT for FREEDOM from DEBT SLAVERY  
Unique to us, and central to our manifesto, is our insight that a key reason for ecologically 
destructive and unsustainable economic growth – and a key reason why our taxes, 
rents and mortgages are going through the roof and our public services, benefits, savings and 
pensions are going through the floor – is because money can only come into existence as a debt 
created by the private banking system for its own private profit! It is this debt which drives 
unsustainable growth and poverty and we campaign to reform this "debt-based money system".  
 When elected Alistair pledges to: Introduce a Bill in the Scottish Parliament to set 
up a Scottish Debt Commission which will study the nature of our debt-based money 
system, promote understanding of the link between unsustainable growth and poverty and the 
way money is created as a debt for the profit of the private banking system, and investigate the 
creation of a publicly-owned, democratic, accountable and not-for-profit Public Investment 
Bank, to create money debt-free, at no cost to the taxpayer, to fund public projects.  
 
2 – WORK to ABOLISH PPP (Public Private Partnerships, the new name for PFI)  
These are hugely expensive scams against the taxpayer. So, in addition to the "Debt 
Commission" Bill, when elected Alistair pledges to set up a Cross-Party Group in the 
Parliament to investigate and promote reform of the debt-based money system and to 
consider alternative public funding methods based on our debt-free money proposals. 
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